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Figure 6.3
Sample Selection Test

Source: Based on a sample
selection test from The New
York Times.

CHECK YES OR NO

YES

NO

1. You like a lot of excitement in your life.
2. An employee who takes it easy at work is cheating on the employer.
3. You are a cautious person.
4. In the past three years you have found yourself in a shouting match at school or work.
5. You like to drive fast just for fun.
Analysis: According to John Kamp, an industrial psychologist, applicants who answered
no, yes, yes, no, no to questions 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are statistically likely to be absent less
often, to have fewer on-the-job injuries, and, if the job involves driving, to have fewer
on-the-job driving accidents. Actual scores on the test are based on answers to 130
questions.

Outback Steakhouse has
used preemployment testing
since just after the company
started.
Source: Ken Wolter/Shutterstock.

Tests of Motor and Physical Abilities
There are many motor or physical abilities you might want to measure, such as
finger dexterity, strength, and manual dexterity. The Stromberg Dexterity Test is
an example. It measures the speed and accuracy of simple judgment as well as the
speed of finger, hand, and arm movements.

Measuring Personality
A person’s mental and physical abilities alone seldom explain his or her job performance. Other factors, such as motivation and interpersonal skills, are important, too. As one consultant put it, most people are hired based on qualifications,
but most are fired for nonperformance. And nonperformance (or performance)
“is usually the result of personal characteristics, such as attitude, motivation,
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Figure 6.4
Type of Question Applicant
Might Expect on a Test of
Mechanical Comprehension
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and especially, temperament.”22 Employers use personality and interests tests (or
“inventories”) to measure and predict such intangibles. Thus Acxiom Corporation
uses the Birkman Method (www.birkman.com/) personality assessment to help
new employees better understand which tasks they perform best.23
Personality tests measure basic aspects of an applicant’s personality, such as
introversion, stability, and motivation. A sample personality inventory item is the
following:
It does not make sense to work hard on something if no one will notice.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

interest inventories

WLE

DG

E

KNO

Tests that compare one’s interests
with those of people in various
occupations.

BASE

Definitely true
Somewhat true
Neither true nor false
Somewhat false
Definitely false24

Of course, personality testing isn’t limited to employment settings. Online dating
services such as eHarmony.com reject those its software judges are unmatchable.
Many personality tests are projective, meaning the person taking the test must
interpret an ambiguous stimulus such as an inkblot or a clouded picture. The
person supposedly projects into the picture his or her own emotions. Thus, a
security-oriented person might describe the exhibit on page 181 as “a giant bug
coming to get me.” Some personality tests are self-reported: applicants (rather than
psychologists) fill them out. For example, the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory (MMPI) taps traits like hypochondria and paranoia. Available online,
the Myers-Briggs test provides a personality type classification useful for decisions such as career selection and planning.25 Its DiSC Profile learning instrument
enables the user to gain insight into his or her behavioral style.26
Personality tests—particularly projective ones—are difficult to evaluate and
use. An expert must analyze the test taker’s interpretations and reactions and
infer from them his or her personality.27 The usefulness of such tests for selection then assumes that you find a relationship between a measurable personality
trait (such as extroversion) and success on the job. Because they are personal in
nature, employers should use such tests with caution. Rejected candidates may
(legitimately) claim that the results are false, or that they violate the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA).
Interest inventories compare one’s interests with those of people in various
occupations. Thus, when a person takes the Strong Interest Inventory, he or she
receives a report comparing his or her interests to those of people already in particular occupations.28 The assumption, which studies support, is that poor vocational fit correlates with counterproductive work behaviors, perhaps because it
frustrates the worker.29
Personality Test Effectiveness Despite their potential for being difficult to
evaluate and use, personality tests can help employers hire effective workers.
Industrial psychologists often focus on the “big five” personality dimensions:
extroversion, emotional stability, agreeableness, conscientiousness, and openness
to experience.30
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Neuroticism represents a tendency to exhibit poor emotional adjustment
and experience negative effects, such as anxiety, insecurity, and hostility.
Extroversion represents a tendency to be sociable, assertive, active, and to
experience positive effects, such as energy and zeal. Openness to experience is the disposition to be imaginative, nonconforming, unconventional,
and autonomous. Agreeableness is the tendency to be trusting, compliant, caring, and gentle. Conscientiousness comprises two related facets:
achievement and dependability31
For example, in one study of professionals, police officers, managers, sales workers,
and skilled/semiskilled workers, conscientiousness showed a consistent relationship with all job performance criteria for all the occupations. Extroversion predicted performance for managers and sales employees.32
Industrial psychologists have questioned whether self-report personality tests
(which applicants fill out themselves) predict performance at all.33 Overall, the evidence suggests that personality measures do help predict job performance. People
can and will give fake responses to personality and integrity tests, but employers
can reduce test faking by warning that it may reduce the chance of being hired.34
But the most important thing is to make sure that any personality tests you use
actually do predict performance.35

Achievement Tests
An achievement test is a measure of what someone has learned. Most tests in
school are achievement tests. They measure knowledge in areas such as economics,
marketing, or accounting. In addition to job knowledge, achievement tests can
measure applicants’ abilities; a typing test is one example.36 The HR Practices
Around the Globe feature addresses testing for assignments abroad.

HR Practices Around the Globe
Testing for Assignments Abroad
Living and working abroad requires some special talents. Not everyone can easily adapt
to having one’s family far away and to dealing with colleagues with different cultural
values. Doing so requires high levels of adaptability and interpersonal skills.37
Employers often use special inventories such as the Global Competencies Inventory
(GCI) here. It focuses on three aspects of adaptability.

• The Perception Management Factor assesses people’s tendency to be rigid in
their view of cultural differences, to be judgmental about those differences, and
to deal with complexity and uncertainty.
• The Relationship Management Factor assesses a person’s awareness of the
impact he or she is having on others.
• The self-Management Factor assesses one’s mental and emotional health.

Talk About It – 2
If your professor has chosen to assign this, go to www.pearson.com/mylab/
management to discuss the following question. You are trying to decide if you would
be a good candidate for a job abroad, but you don’t want to take any formal tests.
Discuss another indicator you would use to answer the question, “Would I be a good
candidate for a job abroad?”

Computerized and Online Testing
Most of the tests in this chapter are available in both computerized and paper form,
and studies suggest that paper and computerized version scores are equivalent.38
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Most selection testing is moving online. For example, Timken Company uses
online assessment covering things like math skills for hourly position applicants.39
Many employers, before reviewing résumés and holding interviews, have applicants first take short online tests. This leaves a smaller pool to undergo the more
personal and costly aspects of the selection process.40 Applicants can take some
tests (such as www.iphonetypingtest.com) via their smartphones.41

Improving Performance Through HRIS
City Garage Computerized Testing Example Texas-based City Garage knew
it had to change how it hired employees.42 Its old hiring process consisted of
a paper-and-pencil application and one interview, followed by a hire/don’t hire
decision. This was unsatisfactory. For one thing, local shop managers didn’t have
the time, so “if they had been shorthanded too long, we would hire pretty much
anybody who had experience.” Furthermore, City Garage differentiates itself with
an “open garage” arrangement, where customers interact directly with technicians,
so finding mechanics who react positively to customers is essential.
City Garage purchased the Personality Profile Analysis (PPA) online test from
Dallas-based Thomas International USA. Now, after a quick application and background check, likely candidates take the 10-minute, 24-question PPA. City Garage
staff then enter the answers into the PPA Software system and receive test results in
about 2 minutes. These show whether the applicant is high or low in four personality
characteristics. It also produces follow-up questions about areas that might cause
problems, such as patience. If candidates answer those questions satisfactorily,
they’re asked back for all-day interviews, after which hiring decisions are made.

Watch It
How does a company actually do testing? If your professor has chosen to assign this, go to
www.pearson.com/mylab/management to watch the video Patagonia Employee Testing and Selection, and then answer the questions to show what you’d do in this situation.

In addition to being quicker and less expensive to administer, computerized tests
have other benefits. For example, vendors such as PreVisor (www.previsor.com)
offer adaptive personality tests. These adapt the next question to each test taker’s
answers to the previous question. This improves validity and makes it less likely
candidates can share test questions (because each candidate gets what amounts to a
customized test).43 For essay tests, a computer program trained to read applicants’
essays recently produced scores as reliable as those of a human rater.44
TRENDS SHAPING HR: Digital and Social Media
talent analytics
Using new number-crunching
software to dig through (“mine”)
existing employee data to better
identify what types of people succeed or fail, and therefore whom
to hire.

TALENT ANALYTICS Talent analytics uses numbers-crunching data analysis
tools including statistical techniques, algorithms, data mining, and problemsolving and is revolutionizing employee selection.45 It lets employers sift through
their employee data to identify patterns and correlations that show what types of
people succeed or fail.
For example, department store chain Bon-Ton Stores Inc. had high turnover
among its cosmetics sales associates. Bon-Ton chose 450 current cosmetics associates who filled out anonymous surveys aimed at identifying employee traits.
By using talent analytics to analyze these and other data, the company identified
cosmetics associates’ traits that correlated with performance and tenure. BonTon had assumed that the best associates were friendly and enthusiastic about
cosmetics. However, the best were actually problem solvers. They take information about what the customer wants and needs and solve the problem.46 Talent
analytics thereby helped Bon-Ton formulate better selection criteria.
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Work Samples and Simulations
Work samples and simulations like the situational judgment tests and assessment centers we discuss next can be considered tests. However, they differ from
most of the tests we’ve discussed because they measure job performance directly.
Personality and interests inventories, on the other hand, try to predict job performance by measuring traits like extroversion or interests.

Situational Judgment Tests
Situational judgment tests are personnel tests “designed to assess an applicant’s
judgment regarding a situation encountered in the workplace” and can be quite
effective.47 Here’s a sample test question:
You are a sales associate at Best Buy in Miami, Florida. Many of the
customers check the product’s feel and price with you, and then buy it at
Amazon for a lower price.
Situation 1: A customer comes to you with a printout for a Samsung
Galaxy phone from Amazon.com, and proceeds to ask you detailed questions about price, battery life, and how to work the phone, while mentioning
that “the price at Amazon is about 25% less than yours.” You would:
1. Tell the customer to go buy the phone at Amazon.
2. Tell the customer to wait for 20 minutes while you take care of another
customer.
3. Explain the advantages of similar phones you have that may better fulfill the buyer’s requirements.
4. Ask your supervisor to try to sell the customer on buying the Galaxy
from Best Buy.

HR and the Gig Economy
Selecting Freelance Workers
Many employers today build their staff wholly or in part around freelance workers like
short-term self-employed programmers, designers, or marketers. One website design
company owner says that if he needs designers for short projects he ”just posts” the
job online and gets multiple applications within minutes.48
Freelancer community websites enable such employers to recruit and select the
right freelance team, based on each freelancer’s reputation and work product. For
example, Upwork.com (see www.upwork.com/) reports its members’ skills assessments
and lists detailed project work experience, making it easier for prospective employers to decide whom to hire. similarly, the TopCoder.com (see www.topcoder.com/)
programmer community site helps employers identify top programmers based on the
reputations they earned within the community.

Talk About It – 3
If your professor has chosen to assign this, go to www.pearson.com/mylab/
management to discuss the following questions: Go to one or more sites like these.
If you were a programming manager for a company, could you use the site to find
and hire a new employee directly? If not, what else might you need?
management assessment
center
A facility in which management
candidates are asked to make decisions in hypothetical situations and
are scored on their performance.

Management Assessment Centers
A management assessment center is a two- to three-day simulation in which 10 to
12 candidates perform realistic management tasks (like making presentations)
under the observation of experts who appraise each candidate’s leadership

